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1. Introduction by Chris Helsen, International President



2. Zambia - Fountain of Hope (FoH) Orphanage	

		

 

COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the world economies differently due to the fact that the disease appears 
to be new and unusual in different parts of the world.  Most countries have had to completely lock down all 
their activities except for extremely essential services.  Zambia has not completely locked down.    

As at today, May 29th, 2020, Zambia has 1,057 Coronavirus cases with 7 deaths and 779 have recovered. 	

AGORA ladies admiring what they bought for 
the Orphans 	

Around the world, the one piece of personal protective 
gear we have seen many commercial companies 
make throughout the COVID-19 is the face mask.  
Young tailors have been empowered to sew face 
masks and donated to vulnerable young people, the 
old in high density communities of Lusaka, who cannot 
afford to buy masks following Government directive on 
mandatory use of face masks for all citizens as part of 
in-country prevention measure.   

It is in this regard that AGORA Zambia decided to  
donate 350 masks to Fountain of Hope (FoH) Orphanage. Fountain of Hope was found in 1996 and it is a 
home of over 246 vulnerable boys and girls.  It provides medical, educational and spiritual support to the 
children and also offers primary education from children aged 7 – 19 years old.    The children were happy 
to receive the masks.  

	

																											

				

																								Children	at		Fountain	of	Hope			
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AG	ORA		Ladie	s	demonstrating	how	t	o	wear	a	mask	and	wash	hand	s			

		
		
		
		

		
		
		
		
		

		



AGORA	handing	over	masks	and	other	food	stuff	
to	Fountain	of	Hope	Centre	Manager								

AGORA	 Ladies	 with	
children	at	Fountain	
of	Hope		



	 	

		

	
		

AGORA	 Ladies	 inspecting	 the	
girl’s	 dormitory	 at	 Fountain	 of	
Hope		

			

		



		

		

		

               	

COVID-19 is an unprecedented challenge for this world – we will fight it and we will build a better future as 
we dare to grow.  

Greetings from Zambia.  

  

		

Dorothy	NTENGERENJI		
AGORA	President	2019/2020		



	

3. Germany - Flying candle of friendship	

 

A different handover of offices - the "flying candle of friendship" at Agora Club Tangent 56 Lüneburg	
 
Our first Skype meeting at the beginning of the Corona lockdown was something new, but better than nothing for 
our club meeting. We tried to discuss our projects and share time, but it was exhausting and did not feel like a 
real get-together. 	
When it was time to change offices on the one hand we wanted to celebrate, on the other hand there were still 
contact restrictions in Germany. 	
A creative idea was needed:	
Special times require special celebrations and so we celebrated our annual change of office as the "Flying Candle 
of Friendship" in six stages on four days.	
First Imke gave the “Stint”, our mascot fish, to our new president Birgitta - then it went to the long overdue new 
admission of Janine. 	
Birgitta gave the candle to our new VP Kirsten, who in turn passed the minutes on to Sandra as the new secretary. 	
Sandra and Cordi met during our service campaign for giving food to the poor, to which we had donated 700 cloth 
bags, 1,600 Euros and several helping hands hours while driving out food to the poor in the past few weeks. 	
A small group came together with a lot of fresh air and distance with sushi and cocktails in Sandras garden. Our 
treasurer Annette, who took the candle to a champagne breakfast with Katrin, remains in office. Gaby was able 
to receive the candle at the breakfast table and spontaneously brought it to Cordi in the evening, who hopefully 
can light the candle at the next regular meeting.	
It was a great week with everything that makes us special at the ACT 56!	
More pictures and reports are available on our Facebook page: Tangent Club 56 Lüneburg	

 

 

Sandra Eilers	

ACT 56 Lüneburg	





	

4. First online charter in Germany  
 
For the first time in 25 years of Agora Club Tangent Germany a new club with 8 ladies was chartered in a zoom 
meeting  due to the restrictions caused by the Corona virus. 
The charter of AC Tangent 152 Wesermündung took place on the 5th of May 2020.	
Fortunately the meeting restrictions had already been eased a little bit in Germany, so two ladies were allowed 
to sit together on one sofa during the charter ceremony.  
As far as it was visible the ladies had decorated their house and were all dressed in their club blouses, which 
gave the charter a festive atmosphere. Besides me the whole national board was present in that zoom meeting. 
As the ladies of  AC Tangent 152 Wesermündung are very committed in the Christmas parcel convoy, which is 
a German side by side service project of the four clubs of the Round Table family, I had sent a parcel with 
several packets beforehand to each of the ladies. Self-evidently the packets were wrapped in Christmas paper 
and contained all the utensils being necessary for a charter, such as the candle of friendship, the aims and 
objectives of AC Tangent Germany, the charter document and a banner with congratulations of the national 
board. Each lady received a small bottle of sparkling wine, a cool pack for it, a national pin and a small present.  
The charter candle was lit at one place, the aims and objectives were read out at another.  The charter 
document was signed at three places: In the house of the club president, of the president of the godmother club 
and of course in my house. After the charter the glasses were raised, presents were opened and 
congratulations were read out. 
Conclusion: An online charter is no substitute for a real charter, but nevertheless we all were excited, we had 
fun and laughter and a certain bond could be felt.  
To use Chris Helsons motto: The ladies of AC Tangent 152 Wesermündung “Dared to grow” with their positive 
attitude towards the corona situation. In a way like this we as Agora members make a difference. The charter 
party is postponed to next year and I am already looking forward to it. J    	
Karen von Koschitzky,  
national president 2019/20 
 

			



	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	



 

 

5. Romania-Solidarity with those from the first line	

	

Corona virus caused tracks in everybody’s life even if we didn’t get the illness itself. 

In Romania number of cases started to increase in April so hospitals prepared with special equipment were 
ready for what can be worst. For the medical staff who use to live to far from hospital and to protect their family 
against contamination were provided accommodation in pensions or rooms but not the food. So RT and C41 
Brasov, together with other organizations chose to help with meals for medical stuff of the local Covid Hospital 
for breakfast and lunch and Agora Club ladies decided to take care of dinner.  

Luminita Dolcan, president of AC3 Brasov , collected donations, 
negotiated with the restaurant and started with plan to provide dinner 
for one week for 33 persons each day , but until the end of the 
project donations were enough to cover 3 weeks, including Orthodox 
Easter period. Agora Club 5 Sacele helped with desert  for 2 weeks 
and donated money , Agora Club 2 Brasov members also donated 
and find sponsors for the project.  	

Especially for Easter Saturday evening  ladies from AC Sacele 
cooked in their own kitchen what they new the most delicious – 
traditional “cozonac “ and “pasca” and red colored eggs decorated 
with masks . 

This project showed again how united people can be when solidarity is needed and how powerful and 
dedicated  Agora ladies can be, I am very proud to be one of them. 

	



Mihaela Cracana 

Agora Club 5 Sacele, 

Romania	



6. ACI - What is the International Board doing these crazy
Covid-19 times





	

	

	

	



	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

  







 



7. LCI - Letter from Alexandra Bennett: Interesting times.

In August each year we start on the 
journey of our new LCI year , with 
excitement and for those of you who 
joined us in Rotterdam an incredible 
amount of energy following our 60th 
Anniversary Celebrations . Our mission 
to celebrate the strong women of our 
association and help women around the 
world , locally , nationally and 
internationally , through friendship and 
through our international service project 
, Project Crimson setting up sanitary 
towel production units in India enabling 
marginalised women to help 
themselves as well as others who have 
no access to any sanitary hygiene 
products . I'm proud to say to date we 
have raised enough for 9 ! On the 1st 
January we looked forward to our 
MTM's ( Mid term meetings ) in Iceland 
and Austria , little did we know they 
would be one of the last 
physical meetings of the year . Our board meetings in March and June have been virtual as will our AGM in 
August be . I'm incredibly proud of my board and all our members who have embraced change and found a way 
to connect with each other and still find a way of positively impacting their local community . Have you been 
'Zoomed Out' ? We have .... a board meeting of 22 hours online over 3 days really did challenge even the most 
vibrant and tech savvy  of us , yet we have adapted , we spaced meetings over more weekends and we took 
the time to just sit , glass in hand having a chat and a laugh which really is the thing we have all missed. The 
work still gets done but it really is harder to get to know someone when you are distracted by the wifi cutting out 
or you really do not like looking at yourself on the screen ! 
This year the 2019-20 board will not actually have all been together since Rotterdam which is incredibly sad , so 
the biggest hug goes to them the moment we reunite, but in my eyes at least we will have delivered on the 
promises we made to our members , to be a legally recognised not for profit association ( based in The Hague) 
, reviewed our finances , continued the implementation of Circler.World, embedded the regional chair role and 
empowered and inspired women across the world and even attended over 25 associations AGM's. This year 
will certainly be a reminder to us all of not taking anything we gain from our association for granted.Never would 
I have known that my motto for the year would be so relevant Strong Women = Strong World . Thank you ladies 
for being Side by Side with us through good times and those more challenging  if you'd like to join us for our 
virtual AGM you can register here https://forms.gle/nYY9CzdWu34aD6HN6 

Alexandra Bennet 





8. ISP  New “ After Lockdown” mission 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Laura van Zyrl :  
“The ACI Board and ISP Conveners had a fruitful meeting today! The good news is South Africa are 
able to travel locally again and we will soon continue with # Keep A Girl Child In School ISP Missions. 
Watch this space for details on a new “MINI PROJECT” which will happen in South Africa very soon! In 
the meantime, here are some images from the Botswana Mission held on 29th February 2020 – just be-
fore the world went into lockdown! We look forward to being able to help more girls empower them-
selves. Any donations towards our ISP would be greatly appreciated and should go through the ACI 
Treasurer.” 



  



9. ACI Invitation for CM and AGM on ZOOM 

https://forms.gle/DGuqN722Cv9wxUXw7


Pictures AC France 



	 	





Pictures AC Germany 
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Pictures AC Madagascar 
	

	

  



Pictures AC Malta 



Pictures AC Morocco 



Pictures AC Romania 



	 

	  



Pictures AC Switzerland 



 Pictures AC The Netherlands
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